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Bait-e-Rizwan took place in 6th
Hijri, it was taken for which Sahabi?
A. Hazrat Abu Bakar RA
B. Hazrat Umar RA
C. Hazrat Usman RA
D. Hazrat Ali RA

Bait-e-Rizwan took place in 6th Hijrah
Bait Rizwan was the pledge taken to get the revenge of Hazrat Usman (RA)
under the tree known as Rizwan. It is also known as Bait-e-Shajra because it was
made under the Keekar tree. The Companions of the Holy Prophet (SAW) at
Hudabiya were about fourteen hundred (1400). The Prophet (SAW) abode at
Makkah for 15 days after its conquest. However, 1 Lac companion accompanied
Prophet at the last Hajj.

Background of Bait e Rizwan (Pledge of the Tree)

In March 628 CE (6 AH), Muhammad set for Mecca to perform the ritual
pilgrimage of Umrah. The Quraysh denied the Muslims entry into the city and
posted themselves outside Mecca, determined to offer resistance even though the
Muslims did not have any intention or preparation for battle. Muhammad camped
outside Mecca at Hudaybiyyah and sent Uthman ibn Affan as his envoy to meet
with the leaders of Quraysh and negotiate their entry into the city. The Quraysh
caused Uthman to stay longer in Mecca than they originally planned and refused
to inform the Muslims of his whereabouts. This caused them to believe that
Uthman had been killed by the people of the Quraysh. On this occasion,
Muhammad gathered his nearly 1,400 Sahaba and called them to pledge to fight
until death and avenge the death of Uthman. This pledge took place under a tree
and was thus known as the Pledge of the Tree. During the process of pledging,
each Sahaba came before Muhammad and pledged, with his hand on top of

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pledge_of_the_Tree
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Muhammad’s.

Important MCQs of Islamic History & Prophet Muhammad (SAW)

Consider linking to these articles:

What is the name of the Islamic Constitutional Organization of
the government of Pakistan? (CSS MPT 2022)
How many Islamic Republics states are there in the world?
How many members are there in Organisation of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC)?
When Organisation of Islamic Cooperation (OIC) was founded?
Dhu al-Qi’dah is the ________ month of the Islamic calendar
Pakistan is the headquarters of the OIC Commission on which of
the following?
OIC stands for what?
Solved CSS Islamiat (Islamic Studies) Paper 2022 MCQs
First Azan was given/called by which companion of the Prophet
Muhammad (SAW)? [Islamiat 2022]

Quiz In Islamic Study (Islamiat) MCQs Paper CSS 2022

Islamic Studies Mcqs
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Islamic Studies Mcqs, Islamic world and practices. most
important of Islamic Studies, Islamiat, Islamyat MCQs

Islamic Studies MCQs
All Prophets MCQs Holy Quran MCQs

All Companions MCQs Ramadan MCQs
Islamic Ghazwa MCQs Fast (Roza) MCQs

Hajj MCQs Zakat MCQs
ISLAMIC STUDIES QUIZ Namaz MCQs

Islamic Studies Mcqs |Islamiat MCQs| Islamyat
MCQs for preparation

You will find all recent and important Islamic Studies Mcqs by CSSMCQs. These
Islamiat Mcqs are based on the history of Islam, basic Islamic knowledge and
beliefs of Islam, the life of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) MCQs and his
companions (R.A), Quran & Sunnah related MCQs of Islamiat, Islamic world and
practices of Islam MCQs. The most important and repeated MCQs of the recent
tests of Islamic Studies MCQs are being added here. There are a huge number of
Multiple Choice Questions over the study of Seerah of Prophet Mohammad
(PBAH) as a Role Model for individuals, Diplomats, Educators, Military strategists
and Peace Makers.

Besides, Islamic Code of Life MCQs and other Islamiyat MCQs will be shared here
on a daily basis. In short, all the past paper MCQs of CSS Islamiat will also be
provided here with CSS paper reference and CSS Islamiyat MCQs papers section
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A.

Moreover, You can also Submit Islamiat MCQs. If you are willing to take
Online Islamic studies Quiz, Click HERE.

Click Here for Online MCQs Quiz Now
Click Here toSubmit MCQs
Log In
Register if you don't have an Account.
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